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Our Price $59,995
Retail Value $61,995

Specifications:

Year:  2023  

VIN:  1GTPUCEK9PZ172970  

Make:  GMC  

Stock:  PZ172970  

Model/Trim:  Sierra 1500 Elevation  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  Desert Sand Metallic  

Engine:  2.7L Turbo I4 310hp 430ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Jet Black Cloth  

Transmission:  8-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  4,763  

Drivetrain:  4 Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 18 / Highway 20

Step into the future of driving with the impeccable 2023 GMC Sierra
1500 Elevation, a testament to power, innovation, and sophistication.
With a mere 4,763 miles on the odometer, this nearly-new marvel is
poised to take you on countless adventures without skipping a beat.

Nestled under the hood is the robust 2.7L Turbo I4 engine, delivering a
heart-pounding 310 horsepower and a commanding 430 ft. lbs. of
torque. This powerhouse is seamlessly paired with an 8-Speed
Shiftable Automatic transmission that provides an exhilarating and
responsive driving experience, ensuring that you have the power you
need, precisely when you need it.

The Sierra 1500 Elevation's exterior is a bold statement of modern
design, but slide into the cabin and you'll be greeted by an equally
impressive black cloth interior that exudes a sense of luxury and
comfort. The spacious and thoughtfully designed interior ensures that
every drive is a pleasure, whether you're commuting to work or
embarking on a cross-country road trip.

In today's connected world, the Sierra 1500 doesn't miss a beat,
offering a suite of technological features that place it at the forefront of
automotive innovation. The Wireless data link: Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi:
hotspot capabilities keep you connected on the go, while the Smart
device app function allows for engine start from the palm of your hand.
The integration with Amazon Alexa and compatibility with wireless
Android Auto pave the way for a seamless and intuitive interface with
your vehicle.

The centerpiece of this connectivity is the expansive 13.4-inch
infotainment screen, boasting Google Built-In for an unmatched in-
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infotainment screen, boasting Google Built-In for an unmatched in-
vehicle experience. The connected in-car apps with app marketplace
integration ensure that your favorite apps are always within reach. And
with six total speakers, speed sensitive volume control, and a Satellite
radio equipped with SiriusXM, your soundtrack will be as limitless as
the road ahead.

Safety and convenience are paramount, and the Sierra 1500 Elevation
delivers with Satellite communications: OnStar, voice-operated phone
capabilities, and electronic messaging assistance. These features not
only provide peace of mind but also enhance the overall driving
experience by keeping your focus where it belongs—on the road.

The accolades speak for themselves. The 2023 GMC Sierra 1500
Elevation has been recognized by J.D. Power and Associates in their
Initial Quality Study (IQS) as one of the Top Models, a distinction that
underscores GMC's commitment to excellence and customer
satisfaction.

This Sierra 1500 Elevation isn't just a vehicle; it's a statement. It's a
promise of capability, a nod to the discerning driver who values
performance, comfort, and cutting-edge technology. Don't just take my
word for it—come see for yourself why this vehicle stands out from the
crowd.

Embrace the opportunity to own a piece of precision engineering. The
2023 GMC Sierra 1500 Elevation awaits those who demand the best
and refuse to compromise. Your journey toward automotive perfection
begins here.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Snapshot

2023 GMC SIERRA 1500 ELEVATION

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

3 Service history
records

CARFAX 1-Owner
vehicle

Personal
vehicle

Last owned in Hawaii

4,763 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=1GTPUCEK9PZ172970&source=BUP
https://autosourcehawaii.com/vehicle/7276253/2023-gmc-sierra-1500-elevation-honolulu-hi-96814/7276253/ebrochure


Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Rear vents: second row - Door trim: simulated wood 

- Floor mat material: rubber/vinyl - Floor mats: front - Heated steering wheel 

- Steering wheel trim: leather - Capless fuel filler system - Cruise control 

- Power outlet(s): 115V cargo area  - Power steering - Push-button start 

- Remote engine start - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Sun visors - Clock - Compass 

- Customizable instrument cluster - Digital odometer - External temperature display 

- Instrument cluster screen size: 12.3 in.  - Multi-function display - Powertrain hour meter  

- Trip odometer - Driver seat: heated  - Driver seat power adjustments: 10  

- Front seat type: 40-20-40 split bench  - Passenger seat: heated  

- Rear seat folding: folds up  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Active grille shutters - Front bumper color: body-color - Pickup bed light: LED 

- Tailgate: lift assist - Daytime running lights: LED - Front fog lights: LED - Taillights: LED 

- Side mirrors: heated  - Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

- Wheels: painted aluminum alloy - Front wipers: variable intermittent 

- Power windows: safety reverse  - Tinted glass - Window defogger: rear
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